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Abstract

of many different components, working in application domains that require different kinds of mathematical reasoning,
connected together at interfaces.
The logical framework for verification should support this
by allowing proofs about different components to be composed, and by allowing proofs about the same component
at different levels of abstraction. As a practical matter, that
means all the proofs should be conducted in the same implementation of the same logic—exporting nontrivial theorems
from one logical framework to another is difficult to sustain
at scale [31].
The logic should support data abstraction in the conventional software-engineering sense, which is also the conventional mathematical sense [39]. It should permit high-level
specifications to be stated formally in a way that we can be
reasonably confident that we’ve proved the right theorem
[42]. It should support enough abstraction to clearly express
these interfaces between different mathematical application
domains, different levels of abstraction, different components, and the interface between human and proof-checker.
These desiderata are not novel, and all are reasonably well
satisfied by proof assistants based on higher-order logics
such as HOL4, Isabelle/HOL, Coq, and others.
Much of this is explained in the survey by Ringer et al.
[45]. But what happens now that these infrastructures have
been in place for several years, and people have been using
them?
We begin to see the combination of large and diverse components and tools, embodying very different collections of
expertise, whose authors may never have communicated
with each other. In this respect, verification follows trends in
software engineering: today’s engineer combines many preexisting packages, frameworks, and subsystems and layers
them into one big useful system. And the same for hardware:
SOCs (systems-on-chip) and multicomponent computer systems are put together by architects who have little insight
into the internal design of the individual components.
In conventional hardware and software engineering, the
components are often rather ill-specified. So it’s a miracle
that big software and hardware systems work at all, with any
degree of reliability or predictability. It ought to be easier for
us in the world of specification and proof: if we do everything

Program verification in the large is not only a matter of
mechanizing a program logic to handle the semantics of
your programming language. You must reason in the mathematics of your application domain—and there are many
application domains, each with their own community of domain experts. So you will need to import mechanized proof
theories from many domains, and they must all interoperate.
Such an ecosystem is not only a matter of mathematics, it
is a matter of software process engineering and social engineering. Coq’s ecosystem has been maturing nicely in these
senses.
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Introduction
“The key design principles in engineering
a large program verification effort are not
the focus of the most well-known publications of the effort. Instead, they can be in
less standard references such as . . . invited
talks . . . .” [45]

I am interested in the formal verification of software and
hardware at scale, of their functional correctness and other
important properties. This often requires the verification
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within a single machine-checked logic, we can get end-toend guarantees about our large-scale theories, proofs, and
tools—even when we have composed opaque components.
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functional model, and then prove high-level properties of
the functional model.
I illustrate by an example: binary search trees. The C program has an insert function that takes the address of structurefields and uses a loop to traverse the tree from top to bottom
[17, Fig. 1]. The high-level specification says that insert and
lookup interact in the expected way:

Two-Layer Program Verification

In software verification one must typically reason about
the program and its data structures at a low level, using
the semantics of the programming language; and about the
mathematics of the application domain, which explains why
the program accomplishes the user’s high-level goals. Each
of these kinds of reasoning may be complex in itself, and they
may require different kinds of expertise. So it is common
engineering practice to separate the proof into layers. Instead
of proving all at once that the program implements a highlevel specification, write a functional model (or “low-level
specification” or “algorithm”) of the program, and separately
prove that the program implements the functional model,
and that the functional model accomplishes the high-level
goal. This approach was outlined by Heitmeyer et al. [24]
(although they had no mechanized way of doing the programimplements-low-level-spec proof); and was used in the seL4
verification [29] and in many others.
The tool for proving that the program implements the functional model is typically a program logic (or an operationalsemantic forward-simulation methodology), for a particular programming language, embedded in a general-purpose
proof assistant. There are several such tools, some of which
I will describe in the next section.
I am particularly interested in tools that are embedded in
general-purpose logical frameworks, because they can better
connect both above and below:

lookup(insert(𝑡, 𝑖, 𝑣), 𝑖) = 𝑣
𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 → lookup(insert(𝑡, 𝑖, 𝑣), 𝑗) = lookup(𝑡, 𝑗)
We can do this verification in VST, the Verified Software
Toolchain. Instead of trying to prove directly that the C program has this property, we prove that the C program refines a
functional model—that is, binary search trees as a functional
program in Coq [4, Chapter “SearchTree”].
Inductive tree := E : tree | T: tree → key → V → tree → tree.
Fixpoint insert (x: key) (v: V) (s: tree) : tree :=
match s with
|E⇒TExvE
| T a y v' b ⇒ if x <? y then T (insert x v a) y v' b
else if y <? x then T a y v' (insert x v b)
else T a x v b
end.

Then we prove that this functional model satisfies the highlevel specification for the interaction of insert and lookup. For
this we need a “program logic” for functional programs;
but since this program is written in Gallina, which is Coq’s
logic, then Coq is the program logic. This proof is quite
straightforward in Coq.
Given the lower-level refinement proof [17] and the higherlevel properties proof [4, Chapter “SearchTree”], we can compose these in VST using the principle of function specification
subsumption [10]: that is, any function that satisfies specification 𝐴 must also satisfy specification 𝐵.
And really, I wouldn’t want to try verifying this imperative search-tree program in a single layer. In a Hoare logic
proof, what loop invariants for insert or lookup would directly
express the two equations of the high-level specification?

• When the tool for verifying that the program refines a
functional model is in the same logic, and framework, as
the tool for verifying that the functional model satisfies
the high-level specification, then these two proofs can
compose.
• When the program verification tool is in a logic and framework capable of expressing operational semantics of programming languages, then the tool can be proved sound.
And if there happens to be a compiler that is proved correct
w.r.t. that operational semantics, then the soundness proof
of the verification tool can compose with the correctness
proof of the compiler.
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The lower-level refinement proof could be done in any of
several tools. I cannot possibly list here all the good tools,
but here are some that form part of the ecosystems of Coq
(and, for comparison, of HOL4 and Isabelle/HOL):
Verified Software Toolchain1 [1] (for C, embedded in Coq)
is a higher-order impredicative separation logic. “Separation logic” means it is an extension of Hoare logic that
can reason concisely about pointer (anti)aliasing. “Higherorder” means it can reason about higher-order functions
(function pointers in C) and about higher-order types
(data abstraction). “Impredicative” means it can reason

When these proofs compose, ideally they do so seamlessly
within a single logic. Otherwise there could be unintended
semantic gaps as a theorem statement from one logic (or
framework) is interpreted in another logic.
2.1

Tools for Verifying Imperative Programs

Example of a Layered Verification

Although it’s possible in some program logics to directly
prove high-level properties of an imperative program, it’s
often best to prove that the imperative program refines a

1 https://github.com/PrincetonUniversity/VST
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BedRock’s C++ toolchain6 (for C++, in Coq) is a program
logic for C++, implemented atop Iris but with many design
features influenced by VST. It does not have a soundness
proof with respect to an operational semantics. It was built
for the purpose of proving correctness of a commercial
hypervisor operating system.7
CFML8 (for OCaml, in Coq). Characteristic Formulae for ML
[18] is a program logic for OCaml based on separation
logic. ML with mutable references and mutable arrays is a
mixed functional-imperative language. In CFML, separation logic (anti)aliasing reasoning is needed only for the
mutable part while simpler reasoning can be used for the
functional part.
Characteristic Formulae for CakeML9 [22] (for ML, in
HOL4) is an implementation of a similar program logic
for Standard ML, proved sound w.r.t. the CakeML [33]
verified optimizing compiler.
RefinedC10 [46] (for C, in Coq) is a program logic based on
refinement types and separation logic, implemented via
Iris, proved sound w.r.t. a C semantics called Caesium.

even about contravariant patterns—that occur in programs
but cannot be expressed using least fixed points. VST is
proved sound in Coq using a semantic model with stepindexed logical relations encapsulated in a “later” modality [6]. The soundness proof is w.r.t. the operational semantics of CompCert Clight, for which CompCert is a
proved correct optimizing compiler. VST handles almost
the entire C language (but not bitfields, gotos, or wholestruct assignments). VST has been used for several verifications by teams that overlap with the VST developers
[2, 5, 8, 11, 30, 38, 48], and also has several external users
who are applying it to verify proprietary software that
has never been seen by the VST developers.2
Iris3 [27] is a library in Coq for the construction of program
logics that (like VST) embody higher-order impredicative
separation logic, proved sound in Coq using a semantic
model with step-indexed logical relations encapsulated in
a “later” modality. The Iris model is constructed differently
(and more modularly) than that of VST, but has similar
properties and goals.
RustBelt4 [26] (for Rust, embedded in Coq) is a higherorder impredicative concurrent separation logic, proved
sound in Coq using Iris. The Rustbelt verification tool handles a subset of the Rust language. It is not yet engineered
into a general-purpose Rust verification tool, or in a form
easily accessible to external users.
seL4 proofs [29] (for C, in Isabelle/HOL) of correctness of
the seL4 microkernel operating system were done by direct
forward simulation between a functional program (written
in the pure ML-like language embedded in the HOL logic)
and the operational semantics of the C program.
Certified Abstraction Layers [21] (for C, embedded in Coq)
is a method of direct forward simulation between a functional program (written in the pure ML-like language embedded in Coq’s logic) and the operational semantics of
the C program. It was used to prove correctness of the
CertiKOS hypervisor kernel. This library is not released
in a form easily accessible to external users.
CompCert5 [35] In order to reason formally about the behavior of C programs, one needs a formalization of the
semantics of C. Both VST and Certified Abstraction Layers
use CompCert’s formalization of the Clight operational
semantics as their specification. Users of CAL often use
CompCert’s operational-semantic rules directly; users of
VST use them indirectly via the Verifiable C program logic.

Several of these tools target the C programming language,
because: C is a least-common-denominator lingua franca
for systems programming. It’s (just barely) small enough
to have a formalizable semantics. Its pointers and its spicyCurry-style type system11 allow the ability to express almost
arbitrary data structures and design patterns.
These tools fall into two camps on the question of whether
to support data-pointers and function-pointers in their full
generality. Both the seL4 verification and Certified Abstraction Layers support a limited subset of C: no function pointers, very limited use of data pointers, no mutually recursive
modules. This straightjacket greatly improves the composability and simplicity of the program logic, to the point where
(strictly speaking) they don’t even have a program logic, they
both reason by forward simulations between logical functions and C operational semantics. And within this straightjacket it’s possible to implement (and prove) a small kernel
operating system.
On the other hand, both the Verified Software Toolchain
(VST) and the Iris framework support data pointers, function
pointers, and function pointers within data structures, in
an attempt to support any wacky design pattern that the C
or Rust programmer might use. They both do this through
modal step-indexed separation logic; that is, separation logic
to express (anti)aliasing patterns of data-structure pointers,
7 Do

not confuse BedRock Systems Inc. with the (earlier and continuing)
Bedrock project of Adam Chlipala at MIT.
8 https://gitlab.inria.fr/charguer/cfml2
9 https://github.com/CakeML/cakeml/tree/master/characteristic
10 https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/iris/refinedc
11 A Curry-style type system means, “a program can have an execution
semantics even though it may not type-check;” I’ll define a spicy-Currystyle type system to mean, a program can have semantics even though its
type system may be unsound.

2I

believe, but am not entirely sure, that Company A has verified orbitalsatellite operating systems, Company B is verifying 5G and 6G softwaredefined radio, and Company C is verifying some blockchain thing, and
Company D is doing autonomous vehicle operating systems.
3 https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/iris/iris/
4 https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/iris/lambda-rust/
5 https://github.com/AbsInt/CompCert
6 https://github.com/bedrocksystems/BRiCk
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Iris Proof Mode12 [32] is a tactical proof system for manipulating formulas in modal separation logic. Some of the
modes include “persistence” (for quasistatic properties)
and “later” [7] (to encapsulate step-indexed approximation); and these interact logically with separating conjunction ∗, ordinary conjunction ∧, and with the Hoare
judgment. It’s useful to have a tactical system for managing the application of those proof rules. Iris Proof Mode
(IPM) was originally developed for Iris, but is now portable
to almost any separation logic, and has been used atop
VST [37].
VST-Floyd [16] is the proof automation for VST’s separation logic for C; it operates by semiautomatic symbolic
execution of C programs, where the symbolic “states” are
really separation-logic assertions. In contrast to IPM, it has
weak support for modes and much stronger support for
forward Hoare-logic reasoning and automated entailment
solving.
CertiGraph13 [47] is the theory of directed-graph data structures embedded in separation logic. Separation logic is
(normally) tuned to assertions of the form {𝑃 ∗ 𝑄 }, in
which the addresses of the data structure satisfying 𝑃 must
be disjoint from the addresses satisfying 𝑄. But directed
acyclic graphs, or directed cyclic graphs, naturally express
sharing. To model and prove algorithms such as graph
search, shortest path, minimum spanning tree, union-find,
and garbage collectors, we need to reason explicitly about
directed graphs. But we still want to do this within the
context of separation logic, so we can use logics such as
VST and Iris to handle other aspects of the program that
naturally want separation. CertiGraph has been successfully used atop VST-Floyd to prove the correctness of a
generational copying garbage collector [47] and Dijkstra’s,
Kruskal’s, and Prim’s algorithms [40].

step-indexed logical relations to express patterns of (mutual)
recursion of function pointers (with data pointers), and a
modal logic to encapsulate the step-indexing. This adds a
thick and fairly opaque layer between the program logic
(in which one proves programs correct) and the operational
semantics (with respect to which a compiler might be proved
correct); this layer is the model and soundness proof of the
program logic.
These tools are built as large libraries that contain both
lemmas (e.g., proofs relating an axiomatic semantics to an
operational semantics) and automation (tactic programming
or proof-by-reflection programming to assist in applying
the program logic to one’s programs). That is, one can implement the VST-Floyd [16] separation-logic proof automation system and Iris Proof Mode [32] because Coq has a
tactic language. HOL4 and Isabelle/HOL also support proof
metaprogramming; Agda and Twelf, not so much.
In contrast, there are several tools that are entirely external to a proof assistant, including Verifast [25], Dafny
[34], and Frama-C [28]. Those tools have some advantages:
they are more automated, requiring users “only” to provide
function preconditions and postconditions, loop invariants,
and (often) if-statement postconditions. They achieve this
automation via integration with SMT solvers. They are (typically) quick, (typically) thanks to excellent integration with
the underlying solvers. But they have some disadvantages:
they are not foundational, i.e. proved sound w.r.t. some underlying operational semantics for the programming language
(that could be connected to a proved-correct compiler, for
example). Their assertion languages (in which preconditions
and invariants are written) must be fairly weak, to accommodate the first-order logics of SMT. The user must sometimes
“encode” assertions, preconditions, postconditions into this
relatively unexpressive language, making them difficult to
comprehend.
The weak assertion language limits what can be expressed
in a specification of program correctness. That’s not necessarily a severe problem when proving that a C or Dafny
program satisfies a low-level spec, but then there is the problem of proving that the low-level spec (written in the limited
assertion language) satisfies some high-level property. As
the rest of this paper explains, such proofs cannot generally
be done in SMT, so it requires an embedding of the low-level
specification language in a higher-order-logic proof assistant.
Frama-C has taken some steps to support this, for connecting
to Coq.

5

Hardware

When using a modal separation logic such as VST or (one
embedded in) Iris, it’s sometimes useful to rely on other Coq
libraries or packages meant for special-purpose reasoning.

The recipe for comprehensively verifying software is: write
a high-level specification of the functional properties you
demand; write an algorithm / functional model / low-level
specification; prove the functional model satisfies the highlevel specification; write a program in a language with a
formalized semantics; prove that the program refines the
functional model; compile the program to a low level implementation in machine language; prove that the compiler is
correct; compose all those proofs.
Perhaps you have chosen to implement something directly
in hardware (VLSI or FPGA) rather than in software. The
verification layers are analogous: Replace the word program
with circuit design, and replace machine language with logic
gates, and you have the recipe for proving the functional
correctness (and other properties) of hardware.

12 https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/iris/iris/-/tree/master/iris/proofmode

13 https://github.com/Salamari/CertiGraph
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Auxiliary Tools for Proving Refinement
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And you will want a tool for proving that the circuit design
implements your functional model:
Kôika14 [15] is a Coq formalization of Bluespec—a Haskelllike functional language for describing digital circuits.
The compiler is a program in Coq that compiles these
Bluespec-like programs to Verilog, a low-level registertransfer-language for describing digital circuits. This compiler is proved correct in Coq, based on semantics of source
and target languages.

6

spec is also used in VST’s program logic (which of course
is based on CompCert’s operational semantics of C). And
therefore, Flocq is also needed in correctness proofs (of C
programs) built by users of VST [5].
Flocq is built in such a modular way that it can represent a wide variety of floating-point formats, and it can
also represent fixed-point arithmetic (where one computes
using fixed-precision integers in which that are implicitly
scaled in a way that the algorithm designer keeps track
of). This is quite useful for some engineering applications.
Coq.Reals is the formalization of the classical real numbers
in Coq’s standard library. Computer programs cannot compute on the (classical) real numbers—only on computable
representations such as the integers, rationals, or floatingpoint.17 But we usually need to reason in the reals in proving floating-point programs correct. That is, the program
computes on floating-point numbers that represent real
numbers. If 𝑎 : float represents 𝑅(𝑎) : R and 𝑏 represents
𝑅(𝑏) then when we floating-point multiply 𝑎 ×F 𝑏 = 𝑐 we
get a number 𝑐 that represents 𝑅(𝑎) · 𝑅(𝑏) + 𝛿, where 𝛿
is the floating-point rounding error. We reason this way,
instead of directly in the floating-point numbers, because
the mathematical theory of real analysis is well developed
and has reasonable properties.
Interval [14, §4.2] is an interval arithmetic package for the
Real numbers. It is useful for reasoning about bounds for
approximation errors that may arise from discretization
(finitary sums rather than integration of infinitesimals)
and from floating-point error (computing in the rationals
rather than the reals). That is, if we know that 𝑎ˆ : float
approximates some quantity of interest 𝑎 : R with accumuˆ ≤ 𝑎 + 𝛿𝑎 and similarly
lated error 𝛿𝑎 , that is, 𝑎 − 𝛿𝑎 ≤ 𝑅(𝑎)
ˆ 𝑐,
ˆ then we can use interval arithmetic to manage
for 𝑏,
ˆ ≤
ˆ + 𝑅(𝑏)
inequalities such as 𝑎 + 𝑏 − (𝛿𝑎 + 𝛿𝑏 ) ≤ 𝑅(𝑎)
𝑎 + 𝑏 + (𝛿𝑎 + 𝛿𝑏 ).
Gappa [14, §4.3.1] is a package for automating the reasoning about floating-point rounding errors. Gappa is implemented in C++ and generates proofs checkable by Coq. In
a proof that a C program correctly and accurately implements floating-point square root by Newton’s method [5],
we use Gappa in the layer between the functional model
and the high-level specification.
VCFloat18 [44] is a package layered atop Interval and Flocq
that calculates a reified (syntactic) description of a floatingpoint expression (for example, from a CompCert Clight
syntax tree); allows annotation with some expected properties of the floating-point calculation; then calculates
what verification conditions would need to be proved in
order to bound the floating-point roundoff error of the

Proving Properties of the Functional
Model

In Section 2.1 I wrote, “Coq is the program logic [for proving properties of the functional model] so the proof goes
smoothly.” If only it were so simple! In fact, this proof may
be highly nontrivial. The functional model is the algorithm—
and the correctness of an algorithm can be a complex proof,
and may use different kinds of mathematics in different application domains.
Therefore you should use libraries or packages, Coq theories for your domain-specific mathematics—where a “theory”
is not just a set of definitions and lemmas but often includes
programs (in Gallina or Ltac) and other forms of proof automation.
Here are some of the Coq packages that have been useful
in proving (functional models of) C programs correct:
Coq-std++15 is a library of functional models of data structures such as lists, trees, search tree lookup tables, binary
tries, and so on, along with monad notations, an equality simplifier, a solver for compatibility of functions w.r.t.
relations, and so on.
Foundational Cryptography Framework [41] is based on
a theory of computational monads over probability spaces.
It can be used to prove such things as “the attacker who
can only do 2𝑘 steps of computation can guess the next
bit that your random-number generator will produce with
probability < 0.5 + 2−(170−𝑘) ” [48].
Flocq [13, 14] is a formalization in Coq of the IEEE-754
floating-point standard used in all modern computers.
That standard is so good that it earned a Turing award16
and was first formalized (in HOL Light) in 1999 [23]. In
Flocq one can reason about how 32-bit or 64-bit (or any
other size) formats represent binary exponent-mantissa
scientific notation, and how that notation injects into the
real numbers, and how the arithmetic operations work
with their rounding modes, and so on.
Flocq is used in CompCert’s specification of the floatingpoint operations of C, and of the assembly languages to
which CompCert is targeted [12]. Flocq’s floating-point
14 https://github.com/mit-plv/koika

15 https://gitlab.mpi-sws.org/iris/stdpp

17 Whether it can be practical to compute on the constructive reals is perhaps

16 for

18 https://github.com/reservoirlabs/vcfloat

15 https://github.com/adampetcher/fcf

still a research question.

William Kahan in 1989
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we ran our export23 in early 2019, only
around 70 of around 250 repositories could
be built, including the MathComp libraries
(the situation has improved since then).”
[31].

entire expression; then discharges those verification conditions using the Interval package.
VCFloat and Gappa are intended to solve essentially the
same problem, but VCFloat is implemented entirely within
Coq. We are experimenting19 with VCFloat in proving
accurate a numerical integrator for ordinary differential
equations (ODEs).
Mathematical Components20 [36] formalizes mathematical structures such as ordinals, groups, fields, matrices,
polynomials, and some of the useful theorems and algorithms upon them. Many interesting projects have used
Mathcomp; in software verification we have used it in a
verification of forward erasure correction (FEC) based on
Reed-Solomon codes [19]. In this project, the algorithm
expresses computation over a finite field modulo a primitive polynomial, via matrix multiplication and Gaussian
elimination. We prove using VST that the C program correctly implements the algorithm, in a proof that doesn’t
understand much mathematics at all (and does not use
Mathcomp); we prove using Mathcomp that the algorithm
correctly reconstructs missing network packets in a proof
that doesn’t mention a C program (and does not use VST).
Interaction Trees21 [30] is a library for reasoning about
reactive input/output or for representing functional models of recursive and imperative programs, employing a
coinductive datatype.
Sail22 [9] is a language for describing machine languages
(instruction-set architectures), that can generate formal descriptions of the syntax and semantics of ISAs in Isabelle,
Coq, and other logics. It comes with well-researched formal descriptions of several widely used machines. A Coq
proof about a compiler (targeting an ISA), a CPU design
(implementing an ISA), a static analyzer, would find it
useful to import these as libraries.

The good news about a vibrant ecosystem of substantial
libraries developed and maintained by many different people
is that one can compose them to engineer large verifications.
The bad news is that one can now enter DLL Hell 24 , or
more generally Dependency Hell 25 . This is a situation observed in software builds where, for example, package 𝐷
depends on packages 𝐵 and 𝐶, which both depend on package 𝐴. But 𝐵 and 𝐶 depend on different incompatible versions
of 𝐴; or 𝐵 and 𝐶 build only in incompatible versions of the
language/compiler in which they’re programmed.26
So, for example, if you need VST version 2.8 that builds
in Coq 8.13.2 and depends on CompCert 3.9 (which uses
Flocq 3.4), but you also want to reason about floating-point
calculations using VCfloat 1.0 that requires Coq 8.5beta2,
CompCert 2.6, Flocq 2.5—then you are in Dependency Hell.
Many technical solutions are proposed27 for detecting
and mitigating Dependency Hell, but most of them will not
solve the problem in this particular application, program
verification. The reason is that if you need to reason about
your source program in the same theory of floating point
upon which the program logic is proved sound, then VST and
VCfloat must use the same version of Flocq, the specification
of floating point.
The solution that will actually work is the Coq Platform,
an effort led by Michael Soegtrop with the help of Karl Palmskog, Enrico Tassi, Théo Zimmermann, and others. It is much
a work of social engineering as it is of software engineering. That is: with each release of Coq, there must also be a
“Platform” release of each of the many libraries (such as I
have described in this paper) that are compatible with that
release of Coq and with each other. Then, an end user can
simply download and install a given Platform release, with
the confidence that all the libraries will be compatible.
This means that (before each Platform release is constructed) the authors or maintainers of each of these libraries

See also
Many packages in the Coq ecosystem are described at https:
//github.com/coq-community/awesome-coq.
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The Coq Platform
“Coq has reached the usage size, where
the central maintenance of libraries is no
longer feasible. Instead, the Coq library has
been factored into hundreds of repositories
with a somewhat standardized build process. This allows distributed maintenance
of the library. But it also means that not
every repository always builds with the
latest version of Coq. For example, when

19 Ariel

23 The situation that Kohlhase and Rabe describe was transient: in early 2019

a new release of Coq had just come out, and many of the library maintainers
had not yet released their new versions, and eventually there were over
450 compatible packages for that release 8.9.0 of Coq. But even so, the Coq
Platform has improved the release process; library maintainers test against
release-candidate Coq versions in advance of the Coq release, and the Coq
Platform release follows within a month or two of the Coq major-version
release.
24 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DLL_Hell
25 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dependency_hell
26 Furthermore, it is not feasible to test version dependency information in
opam, so one cannot assume that it is accurate. Sometimes opam builds
fail not because something is impossible, but because opam select wrong
versions based on inaccurate dependency information.
27 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dependency_hell#Solutions

Kellison and Andrew W. Appel, work in progress.

20 https://github.com/math-comp

21 https://github.com/DeepSpec/InteractionTrees
22 https://github.com/rems-project/sail
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must coordinate with the maintainers of those libraries that
are adjacent on the dependency graph. For example, the
maintainer of CompCert must coordinate with the maintainer of Flocq, and the maintainer of VST must coordinate
with the maintainer of CompCert.
The managers of the Coq Platform coordinate this effort
by using tools such as e-mail, Zulip, Github issues, and opam.
In addition a significant part of the Platform effort is to determine how best to use tools such as opam to make installation
smoother for users.
The Coq Platform has been in existence only since about
mid-2020; the third major Platform release is expected in late
2021. It is enormously useful.

8

Difficulties

Building large systems in Coq has its difficulties. Here I will
describe a few.
9.1 Division of Labor
Building verified software requires many different kinds of
skill and expertise: Software engineering (writing efficient
C programs), specification engineering (functional models,
high-level specs), C language verification (such as the use
of VST), mathematics of the application domain (proving
properties of the functional model). In some real verifications
that we (and others) have done, these five jobs are done by
five different engineers [3]. There is no need to find a single
genius who can do everything.

Community Tools

How can Coq’s library ecosystem be healthy even though it
is beyond the scale where a single group could possibly maintain it? Of course, Coq is hardly unique in this respect—many
open-source software ecosystems are diverse, interoperable,
and healthy in this way.
And it is possible, in part, by using tools and processes
developed in the open-source community at large:

9.2

Open-source itself, as a legal and social concept.
git, a 5th-generation source code control system.28
Github or Gitlab, which integrate many project-management
interfaces atop git, such as access control, issue reports,
pull requests, and distribution packaging.
Public repositories: the idea that every commit to your
repo should be visible to the public, that every bug you
commit, every discussion you have, should be readable by
the world—that is revolutionary, compared to a previous
ethos in which a “release” was published every year or
two.
Continuous integration, and especially the kind of linked
continuous integration that can immediately notice interpackage incompatibilities.
Continuous delivery, even in the limited sense that the
main branch of package 𝐴’s repo may import the main
branch of 𝐵 as a subrepo, meaning that 𝐵 is continuously
delivered even though its maintainers did not make a
conscious decision to do that, and may not even be aware
that 𝐴 exists. And this is enabled by public repositories.
opam and other package-management systems.
The first time I shipped an open-source distribution, Standard ML of New Jersey (jointly with David B. MacQueen in
1988), we did so using the BSD license, on 9-track magnetic
tapes sent through snail mail. Other than open-source itself,
we had none of these 21st-century affordances. That was
more than 30 years ago; but most of these affordances have
become important in the Coq ecosystem only in the past 10
years, or the past 5 years.
28 I write as a user, in the past, of SCCS then RCS then CVS then subversion.
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Proof Dialects

Suppose you say to yourself, “Come, let us build a program
and its correctness proof, that reaches unto the heavens, so
that we may make a name for ourselves.” You hire many
talented proof engineers. But some of those engineers write
their proofs in Ltac, others in Ltac2, and others in ssreflect.
After your engineers scatter over the face of the Earth, you
try to maintain the resulting artifact. But you are fluent in
just one of these tactic languages; and therefore you find the
task very difficult.
The existences of several tactic languages is not a bug; it is
a feature that must be managed just like any other engineering technology. For example, my students verified a program
that does erasure correction by matrix multiplication over
a finite field modulo a primitive polynomial [19]. To prove
that the C program correctly implemented the functional
model they used VST. To prove that the functional model
correctly decoded in the finite field, they used Mathematical
Components. VST uses the Ltac tactic language and uses
first-order data structures to represent matrices: lists of lists.
MathComp uses the ssreflect tactic language and uses dependently typed data structures to represent matrices. It would
be extremely difficult to mix ssreflect and dependently typed
matrices into a VST proof; and it would be equally difficult
to perform a MathComp proof with Ltac and nondependent
types.
The solution was to write two layers of functional model.
The lower layer expresses Gaussian elimination as a Coq
function on lists of lists; the upper layer expresses Gaussian
elimination as a Coq function on dependently typed matrices.
One proves the C program correct with respect to the lowerlevel functional model; the other proves the mathematical
correctness of the upper-level functional model; and it’s a
straightforward proof to relate the two functional models.
Ltac lives in one land, ssreflect lives in another, and they
trade peaceably with each other at arm’s length.
You might think, “you still need two engineers, speaking
respectively Ltac and ssreflect, to maintain the two parts of
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makes proof management difficult for the user (and it can
sometimes blow up into huge normal forms).
There are ways to accomplish this in Coq, but they are a
bit clumsy, nonmodular, and difficult to make reliable. For
example, Coq’s cbv delta tactic has a way to specify just which
terms to expand, but it’s not very modular.

Fixpoint big (n: nat) : is_true true :=
match n with
| O ⇒ eq_refl
| S n' ⇒ eq_trans (big n') (big n')
end.
Definition t := {x: bool | is_true x}.

9.4

Terms with subterms that are proofs can cause difficulty
when computing in Coq. Coq’s logic permits, for example,
packaging a value with a proof of a property of that value:
{𝑥 : 𝑇 | 𝑃 (𝑥)}. The big libraries I describe in Sections 3, 4,
and 6 sometimes build such packages, and it leads to trouble
with computation in the clients of those libraries.
We have observed this behavior calculating on CompCert’s structure-field type definitions, which contain internal proofs about field-alignment; and when computing on
Flocq’s representation of floating-point numbers, which contain internal proofs about exponent bounds.
Consider the example in Figure 1: The function big(𝑛) produces a proof (of is_true true) of size 2𝑛 . The function a(𝑛)
produces a package of the boolean 𝑏 and a proof that 𝑏 is
true. The size of the term a(𝑛) is 𝑛 + 2: the name a applied to
the natural number 𝑛. But when we compute, the term blows
up to size 2𝑛 .
You might think, “no one would write such silly, deliberately huge proofs.” No, not deliberately. What happens is
that we have, in CompCert, a structure field with a proof
that its offset is aligned; or in Flocq, a floating point number
with a proof that its mantissa is in bounds. For example,
5 < 223 . The shortest proof of that is tiny. But in practice (in
CompCert and Flocq) those proofs are done using decision
procedures (such as lia for linear integer arithmetic) based on
other terms that 5 and 23 are calculated from, and the boundproofs of those terms. So we do indeed get huge proofs of
trivial facts.
And why should we not? The whole point of proving a
lemma is to encapsulate a mathematical fact, so that you
don’t have to worry about how it was proved. But abstraction can sometimes be the enemy of efficiency. Proofs are
proofs, programs are programs, and don’t try to use proofs as
programs! You may have heard of the Curry-Howard correspondence, but if you want to take it seriously and compute
with proofs, then you’ll have to optimize all your proofs the
same way you optimize your programs, and nobody wants
to do that.
Is there a way to achieve true proof irrelevance in the Coq
kernel, such that terms that are proofs of propositions (of
type Prop) are truly ignored? There may be type-theoretic
difficulties here, since we also have terms that pattern-match
on proofs of equality and reduce only when those proofs
calculate all the way down to eq_refl.
Indeed, this is a research question that’s the subject of intense study. Gilbert et al. [20] demonstrated a slightly weaker

Definition a (n: nat) : t := exist is_true true (big n).
Time Compute (a 10). (∗ 0 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 20). (∗ 0.061 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 21). (∗ 0.144 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 22). (∗ 0.279 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 23). (∗ 0.565 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 24). (∗ 1.189 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 25). (∗ 2.115 secs ∗)
Time Compute (a 26). (∗ 4.917 secs ∗)

Figure 1. Proof blowup in a dependently typed computation.

the system.” But this was already the case. Just let it be that
one engineer can maintain the VST proof of the C program,
without having to understand MathComp, finite fields, or ssreflect. And let it be that the other engineer can maintain the
MathComp proof of the properties of the functional model,
without having to understand C programming or VST proofs.
“You shall not wear a garment of different sorts, such as wool
and linen mixed together.”
9.3

Computations on Terms with Proofs

Computation in Coq

One can prove a program correct in Coq, extract it to OCaml,
and run it. But there are also reasons to run computations
inside Coq. For example, VST does (partly computational)
symbolic execution of C programs, but within the terms
on which it computes are Coq values that describe what
the C program represents. The types of these values are
chosen by the user (as part of the program’s specification);
the expressions constituting these values are used in the
user’s interactive functional-correctness proofs. So there is
a mix of computation and interactive proof, and this could
not possibly be done in extraction to OCaml.
Coq can do efficient computation of its native lambdaterms in CiC, using the the tactics compute (call-by-value
reduction, reasonably fast), vm_compute (compilation to byte
code then interpretation, faster) and native_compute (compilation to native code, fastest). But we run into difficulties
when some of the subterms are not meant to be computed
or reduced. For example, we want to simplify all the terms
having to do with symbolic execution—the semantics of C—
but not the user’s subterms (within the symbolic execution).
If we compute the user’s application-specific subterms, that
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variant of Prop which is truly computationally irrelevant,
but loses the ability to pattern-match on equalities soundly.
Pujet and Tabareau [43] describe a type theory that fixes
that problem along with many others.
Until these type-theoretic innovations can be integrated
into Coq, I suggest that a less radical solution would be to
implement a reduction strategy similar to call-by-value but
that does not step into terms of type proof-of-Prop.
In the present, my advice to users is: avoid putting proofs
into terms on which someone might wish to compute. It’s
not enough to avoid putting proofs into terms on which you
intend to compute! Recall that we have difficulties when we
are clients of CompCert and of Flocq, with proof terms inside
computational objects built by those systems. The authors
of CompCert and Flocq did not intend to compute on these
terms. But we want to do so.
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Conclusion

Coq has a vibrant ecosystem of libraries and packages thanks
to the many researchers who take the trouble to publish
software in addition to papers, and who take the trouble to
maintain that software, and to the many people who help
maintain the infrastructure of the ecosystem itself, and the
instituts and corporations who employ those people. This
builds on itself in a virtuous cycle: with libraries and tools,
you can do your research, and build new libraries and tools.
And this permits projects of a scale that no single institution,
or no single organized research group, could support.
It is not only the number of lines of code; it is the huge
variety of expertise embodied and encapsulated within these
library packages. One can compose these packages without
needing to be expert in how they all work internally. And
that is especially true in the world of machine-checked proof,
where one can be sure that if theorem 𝐴 is proved with
reliance on theorem 𝐵, there has been no misunderstanding
about the definitions.
So the individual researcher and tool builder can leverage the ecosystem by finding and using the right tools and
packages for the job, allowing software verification at a scale
not otherwise possible. Just don’t forget to do it in a public
repo with continuous integration, and if you build something
good, then try to participate in the Platform.
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